4	MAIDEN CASTLE
Under the sloping roof of one of the older and taller houses
on the northern side of the street a man of about forty lay
listening to all these early morning sounds, lay watching the
yellow sunlight flow like liquid gold over the various objects
that surrounded him. Fully awake was this man, even while
many of his fellows in High East Street were still unconscious
of the horses' hoofs, of the chiming of the clock, of the passing
of the buses and cars.
This man now raised his knees under his bed-clothes, gath-
ered his pillows under his head, and set himself to stare intently
at the rose-patterned paper which covered his sloping ceiling
and at the massive whitewashed beams which intersected the
angle of its descent. These beams took the shape, as the man
stared at them from his bed, of an elongated and distorted
cross.
To the right of this cross a small deeply gabled window
with a broad wooden sill overlooked, on the opposite side of the
street, the roof of a cheerful stationer's shop, above which
could be seen a couple of tall elms that lifted up against the
sky three or four ancient rook nests, whose adaptability to the
distant nesting season seemed on that particular morning to
be the subject of a clamorous investigation by a group of black-
winged birds.
The writing-table of the man on the bed stood in front of
this deeply embrasured window, while the whole width of the
wall, from window to door, was filled with a series of capacious
cupboards solidly built into the masonry of the room.
To the man's left was a small ancient-looking fire-place,
full at this moment of cold cinders and powdery ashes, while
between this fire-place and the wall to the left of the man's
head, where stood his chest of drawers and his mirror, was a
shallow alcove filled by an overcrowded bookcase reaching
from floor to ceiliag.
The room was homely and unpretentious, but it could not
be called lacking, as the morning light flooded it, in certain
pleasing qualities. There was, for instance, a reddish rug
in front of the fire-place, that although very worn gave the hearth
a wdcosoing air, and several small rugs in front of the cup-
boards tad a cheerful look, while the cupboards themselves, in
their old-fashioned mouldings and panellings, endowed tb$
place with a tone of old-world dignity.

